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ABSTRACT
Deception, and deception detection, is a part of human communication and needs to be accurately represented in computer mediated
communication. In this study deception facial micro-expressions
are translated from live human footage onto virtual reality based
avatars in order to assess how well these cues can be represented
and communicated in a virtual world. The results indicate that
human observers are no better at detecting deception in this scenario than in previous experiments. Classification methods identify
limitations in accurately representing the expression space. The
experimental design does suggest strategies for using virtual reality
for more accurately investigating deception practices for future
studies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computing methodologies → Virtual reality; • Human-centered
computing → Empirical studies in interaction design.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Computer mediated communication (CMC) has a well-established
basis in video-conference calls used in computer games, socialization and business interactions. Levels of augmentation are becoming widespread culminating in virtual reality (VR) based meetings
involving human and AI controlled avatars, for both serious [2]
and social [23, 28] purposes.
While honest communication is widely considered as desirable,
deception is still widely used in communication for reasons such
as avoiding conflict, concealing information, or controlling conversations [16]. Deception involves deliberately misleading another
person during communication , usually through lying but also
through omission of relevant information or by presenting truthful
information in such as way as to imply a false conclusion [15].
Deception in CMC is necessary to retain the ambiguity required for
effective interactions [3]. Virtual avatar mediated CMC provides a
mask through which deception can be managed [11]. This needs
to be accurately controlled by the deceiver and presented so that
observers can detect the cues correctly. When it comes to deception
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both audio and visual aspects are important [24]. Most of communication cues exist in the visual medium [22] with non-verbal
leakage being used for detecting deception [10].
The purpose of this study is to investigate how a virtual reality
environment affects the portrayal and perception of deception. Only
micro-expression based facial cues are considered, so effects of
speech patterns and body language are controlled for. The process
involves capturing facial expression data from previous experiments
with human subjects, and recreating these expressions on both
2D (through image deformation) and 3D (through animating a
3D model) avatars. Scenarios potentially involved deception are
then synthesized in a virtual environment and assessed by human
participants.
In particular, we assess the following hypotheses:
H1: Micro-expression based deception can be detected accurately through presentation on an avatar in virtual reality.
This is tested using human trials in a virtual reality, with
avatar expressions derived from deception micro-expressions
used in previous studies.
H2: All parts of the face are equally important in presenting
and detecting deception. The facial expression data-set is
assessed to identify features associated with deception.
H3 Deception detection occurs differently when using 2D video
and 3D virtual environments. This is assessed through examining the behaviour of human subjects with both forms
of media.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Deception detection
The intent of deception is to mislead others [15, 21]. This can be
done by lying, but often the deceiver mix a truthful statement to
influence the others to think that they are not being deceptive [20,
24]. This act to create a false impression is known as as a halftruth [20].
Studies of deception using human subjects to both make and
detect lies find that accuracy in the judgements is marginally above
50% [4]. Access to speech improves detection accuracy [4]. Communication cues are not the only factors involved, with semantics,
linguistic cues and logical consistency also being factors in assessing truth [20]. Mixtures of lie and truth add complexity which leads
to confusion among human perceivers. Scenarios in which more
lies are detected have a higher chance of being labelled as deceptive
overall [20].
Reproducibility requires that deception studies are done with
recorded video, through text-based interfaces [4, 20] or online chat
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rooms [7]. Face-to-face experiences allow interacting parties to
better form impressions of one another. [27]. Use of virtual environments is limited. Human-computer based deception focuses
on the truthfulness of information presented by an application’s
interface [1, 17]. Avatar trustworthiness is affected by the uncanny
valley affect [18], which would discourage direct comparison of
live human footage with computer rendered representations.

2.2

Deception and facial gestures

To distinguish communication in VR from other forms of CMC
we assume interaction occurs using some form of virtual avatars
to represent the user’s identity. Creation of such an avatar, even
when driven directly by data captured from the user, can alter the
nature of the communication, making it different but not necessarily
inferior [8].
Deception leakage theory [9] suggests that relative to the face,
the body is less controllable and therefore a better source of leakage.
These results [9] are centred around emotional deception which
occurs when a person deceives based on what they’re feeling rather
than the factual truth.
Separation of deception footage into just body or just head [12]
finds that observers perform better in detecting deception in the
head features when it comes to factual statements than in an emotional statement. No clear indication exists [26] on which part of
the body is the most important to detect deception. Assuming that
deception leakage is shown by inconsistent expressions separating
the upper and lower parts of the face [19] find that more leakage
is associated with the lower face. This suggests better deception
detection accuracy when observers focus in the lower face.

3

APPROACH

The strategy used in this research is outlined in Figure 1. The hypotheses are assessed by measuring both honest and deceptive
micro-expressions performed by human subjects in previous deception experiments. These are recreated in a virtual environment
using a 2D avatar to approximate a video based experiment, and
a 3D avatar to evaluate effects due to immersion in virtual reality.
These expressions are replayed using these avatars within a series
of fictional scenarios and the level of deception is assessed by 12
experimental subjects. All content presented is computationally
generated to maximize reproducibility and minimize introduction
of confounding factors. The experimental group is presented with
a 3D avatar, while the control group are presented with a 2D video
(still in the virtual reality environment) which limits opportunities
to manipulate viewpoint relative to the avatar.

3.1

Virtual avatar creation

Sets of experimental data from real deception based scenarios are
used to model the expressions used [6, 13]. The original video is
deliberately not used as a control for this experiment as it contains
several other human deception cues, such as body language and
voice intonations. The benefit of the virtual environment is the
complete control of information presented to the human assessors.
The original data consists of subjects responding, either truthfully or deceptively. The source footage is a series of interviews
with several different people about a crime involving the theft of
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money that they are suspected off. The crime is real in nature, so
the deceptive agent is genuinely deceptive and not just acting on a
scripted task.
Four image frames are taken from their responses to questions,
where the subjects provide either a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer. The frames
correspond to a neutral pose before they attempt to answer, and
the a sequence of three frames immediately before, during and
immediately after their reply. A set of eight parameters are measured off these images, reflecting eyebrow movement, eye opening,
and mouth movement, as illustrated in Figure 1 (top, left). These
parameters effectively represent the complete micro-expression
data used to present honest or dishonest answers. The honesty of
individual answers is derived from the reply given in conjunction
with the outcome of the original scenario (did the subject steal the
money or not). These are then translated into animation parameters
used to drive the virtual avatars [14].
The 2D virtual avatars are derived from images of real humans
to provide, as a control, an authentic human representation that
can be compared with the 3D virtual avatar. To eliminate issues
that might result from racial and other physical factors, the avatars
are Caucasian and the same images are reused in every scenario.
The only concession is to have both a male and female avatar
which are evenly and randomly distributed across the scenarios. The
only unique identification for avatars occurs by changing clothing
colours for each scenario. This is used to give a sense to the subjects
that the avatars in different scenarios represent different people.
The 3D virtual avatar is animated with the facial features movement of a rigged model in Maya. The 2D virtual avatar animation
is done using Adobe After-Effects by animating puppet pins in
the footage face. Each of the measured values generated from the
source data represents a key frame in the animation time line. Each
key frame is separated by 3 frames from the previous, which make
a response consist of 12 frames of animation lasting half a second.
This is chosen because the words ‘yes’ or ‘no’ take about half of a
second to be said.
Attempts are made to ensure both 2D and 3D avatars look comparable only by matching overall appearance. No additional attempt
was made to recreate the photo-realistic appearance of the 2D image in the 3D environment. In some cases, mismatches between
proportions of the subjects from which the data was captured, and
the avatar images/models leads to some expressions looking overly
exaggerated. The anticipated consequence is that exaggerated gestures would aid deception detection, potential inflating accuracy.

3.2

Deception scenario

Detection of deception in a virtual reality environment is assessed
by providing a series of scenarios involving a subject (the avatar)
being cross-examined. The context (e.g. A necklace has been stolen
from a jewellery store’) is provided and the subject is asked four
questions by an invisible interrogator. The avatar responds to each
question, performing the facial expression animation as they reply.
As this research heavily focuses on the avatar’s facial gestures
the narrative is given is limited so the user’s focus is directed to
the gestures. The answers given by the virtual avatar are defined
to be ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The data driven an avatar in a given scenario
matches that measured the original video data in that both the
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Figure 1: Experimental overview.
level of deception (honest/deceptive) and the nature of the answer
(yes/no) must correspond.
There are four responses assessed in each scenario which observer (human experimental subject) should identify as either being
truth or a lie. The questions used, slightly adapted to the context of
each scenario, are:
(1) Knows about the occurrence of the crime.
(2) Think about doing the crime.
(3) Did the crime.
(4) Lying to the user.
Finally at the end of the scenario the observer must conclude with
their judgement as to whether the avatar is guilty or not guilty. The
nature of these scenarios reflects their counterpart in the source
data [6], which means for every scenario the nature of each question
is the same.
Half of the subjects are allocated to the control group who see
only the 2D version of the avatar. The remainder are the experimental group who see the 3D avatar. Both are presented in virtual
reality. The 2D avatar is seen in a window floating in space, while
the 3D avatar is placed behind a table. All other access to virtual
reality facilities are the same for both groups. Subjects are seated,
wear a head mounted display (HTC Vive with the deluxe audio
strap) and have a single controller through which they can reach
out and select buttons corresponding to their answer. Each experimental subject participates in two training scenarios, for which data
is not recorded, before completing the same 10 different scenarios
presented in a random order.

3.3

Data collection and analysis

The truth/lie and guilty/not guilty responses provided by the experimental subjects are recorded. These are compared with correct
outcomes for each question and for the scenario overall in order to
determine accuracy.
Hypothesis H2 is tested in different ways. The measured data
is subject to machine learning based classification techniques in
an attempt to fit a model that can distinguish truth from lie using

only the expression data. This is used to validate that sufficient
information exists in facial features captured in the recorded data
for an accurate assessment to be made. A survey provided to the experimental subjects after the experiment also asks them to identify
the facial features which they felt were most relevant in making
their assessment.
Additional, game play data is collected and stored automatically
by the application. These include various parameters including time
taken to select an answer, but also motion data captured from the
trackers on the head mounted display and controller. These are
analysed to identify the amount of movement, direction of gaze
and degree to which behaviour might differ between watching a 2D
window compared to a 3D avatar that can be viewed from different
angles.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Recognizing deception
Hypothesis H1 proposed that the virtual reality representation does
not impact on the accuracy of deception detection. Accuracy of
deception detection is considered with respect to two measures:
The extent to which subjects could correctly distinguish truth from
lies for the individual questions, and also the accuracy with which
the avatar is assessed as guilty or not overall for each of the 10
scenarios. The results are summarized in Table 1.
Average accuracy levels for the experimental and control groups
correspond well within 1 standard deviation, indicating no significant difference between the 2D and 3D avatar representations in
detecting deception in this experiment. The ability to distinguish
truth from lie is less effective then a naive strategy involving guessing truth for each case. There is thus no support for H1 as the
ability to detect deception is not demonstrated. This may be related to previous observations that the accuracy of the observer can
be increased with more information [25]. Truth or lie judgement
leads observers to focus in only one statement, which makes the
information to be too limited to draw a better judgement.
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Mean
Accuracy
Standard
Deviation
Overall
Accuracy
Naive
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Experimental
Group
Truth/Lie

Control
Group
Truth/Lie

Experimental Control
Group
Group
Guilty/Not Guilty/Not
Guilty
Guilty

62.50%

63.75%

58.33%

56.67%

10.84%

7.54%

13.29%

17.51%

63.13%

57.50%

68%
50%
Table 1: Accuracy levels as assessed by human subjects.

rules governing particular facial features supports the hypothesis
that all facial elements are relevant to detecting deception.
Human observers are able to make judgements based on their
personal backgrounds and are not reliant on a computational model
trained on a limited data set. Hence the experimental observers
are asked to identify which features would indicate deception. The
distribution of answers: lips and mouth (8), eyebrows (7), and eyes
(6), provide further support for H2 with equal importance attached
to all features listed.

4.3

Detecting deception in virtual reality

An assumption is that deception is communicated through facial
micro-expressions. For this to be the case, it would be expected
that the features present in deceptive expressions be distinctive.
Hypothesis H2 is tested from two perspectives: that the information
used to reconstruct facial expressions distinguishes truth from lies,
and that human observers look for particular facial markers.
That the facial data is sufficient to distinguish truth from lies is
assessed by applying machine learning to the facial parameter data
set. The existence of deceptive expressions would then be indicated
by finding just one model that would accurately distinguish truth
from lies. The data set is constructed by taking 44 facial expressions
measured from frames from videos of deception [5]. Each record
consists of 3 sets of 8 parameters corresponding to measures shown
in Figure 1 for a pre-, during- and post-expression frame, scaled
relative to a neutral expression for each subject. A binary field is
included corresponding to whether the subject is answering ‘yes’ or
‘no’. Truth values are inferred based the subject’s response and their
assigned role as being either honest or deceptive. The data has 30
instances of truth and 14 lies so a naive classifier that picks the mode
will achieve 69% accuracy. An exhaustive search of the applicable
classifiers available under the Weka data mining tool1 , using 10 fold
cross-validation and 50 repetitions, fails to achieve better accuracy
with most of these. The significant exceptions are nearest neighbour
classifiers, particularly (IBk, k=3) which achieves an accuracy of 80%
by using the closest examples in the training data rather than rules
derived from particular facial features. These results suggest that
the space of facial expressions is too complex to allow fitting a model
without a much larger training set. The absence of models based on

Deception experiments in virtual reality potentially offer greater
opportunities than those conducted using recorded video. The observers are able to view the subjects from a distance and angle
that could improve their ability to recognize expressions, while
not influencing the subjects by their behaviour. Previous experience [13] suggests that experimental subjects are reluctant to fully
exploit opportunities to move and interact unless explicitly instructed (which then potentially impacts on natural behaviour). The data
recorded from head and hand (controller) trackers is used to test H3
by testing for any differences in the movements undertaken by the
experimental group, interacting with a fully 3D avatar, compared
to the control group limited to a virtual environment containing a
screen showing a 2D video sequence.
The position and orientation of both the head mounted display
and controller are sampled regularly, at around 45 samples per
second, throughout each experimental session, and decomposed
each into three values representing x, y and z coordinates, and the
z, x and y Euler angles respectively. The x-coordinate is dircarded
due to the switch between scenarios. The y-axis is vertical, and the
z-axis is towards the avatar. The remaining time series are passed
through the 788 feature calculators from the ’Efficient’ set provided
by the python tsfresh package2 after which the experimental and
control group are compared for similarity using Welch’s t-test and
a 1% significance level for the p-value.
A total of 7085 out of the possible 7880 comparisons are available
from the data set. Of these, only 46 (0.65%) suggest that we can reject
the null hypothesis that the behaviour of experimental and control
groups are equivalent. These are insufficient to suggest more than
random variation, and are mostly (67%) related high frequency
components generated by features extracted by Fourier transform
where variation can be expected. This leads to the conclusion that
experimental subjects behaved no differently with the 3D avatar
than they did with the 2D presentation (H3).
The head and hand tracking still produces useful insights into
the behaviour of the experimental subjects. A sample is shown in
the time series in Figure 2, with the position of the truth/lie and
guilty/not guilty verdicts marked. The position of the controller
shows the most change due to hand movement from rest position
to choose a button in virtual space. The duration between the start
of movement to actually selecting an option indicates potential uncertainty. Regular change of head direction confirms the attention
of the subjects is focused on the facial expressions in the periods
between choices being made. This suggests some reasoning behind
subjects choice of answers.

1 https://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

2 https://tsfresh.readthedocs.io

The accuracy of both groups is comparable to that achieved in
previous research [4], leading to questions about the value of human observer based deception detection under such experimental
conditions. Virtual reality based deception detection does offer opportunities to fully control the stimuli used and to measure mechanisms used to observe relevant features. The issue considered in
the next sections relate to the degree to which deception is adequately captured and reproduced in the expressions used, and also
to whether the facilities offered in virtual reality are exploited in
comparison to a video recording.

4.2

Features indicating deception
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Figure 2: A sample of subject movement data for head and
hand during experiment. The dots represent the instants
that a truth/lie or guilty/not-guilty verdict are registered.
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5

CONCLUSIONS

Because [4, 20] research is done with a text-based deception, we
can conclude that the way deception is observed in virtual avatars
is not significantly different with text-based deception detection
performance when it comes to a simple statement of deception. This
approach address that there are discernible differences between
the honest and deceptive cases presented.Consideration should
be given to limitations of the current study. First, the participants
deception detection deception skill may vary. Their motivation to
detect the deception scenario might be lower than when they’re
facing real-world situation. In addition, due to the low number of
female representations in our samples, there are no examination
on how does gender affects the result.
This work opens up opportunities for further research into virtual reality based deception detection. 3D capture technologies
offer opportunities to record subjects, and replay and review their
responses in ways that avoid direct manipulation of the subject
but that allow interviewers to gain familiarity and train themselves
on an individual’s behaviours. Data captured from such processes
helps address the open question of whether specific facial actions
are indicative of deception. The benefit of complete control over
information presented, and ability to track interviewer behaviour,
ensures that virtual reality based experiments provide the best opportunity to isolate the subtle interactions required to characterize
deceptive behaviour.
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